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Abstract
Nowadays, there is an ever-increasing number of artificial intelligence inference workloads pushed
and executed on the cloud. To effectively serve and manage the computational demands, data
center operators have provisioned their infrastructures with accelerators. Specifically for GPUs,
support for efficient management lacks, as state-of-the-art schedulers and orchestrators, threat GPUs
only as typical compute resources ignoring their unique characteristics and application properties.
This phenomenon combined with the GPU over-provisioning problem leads to severe resource
under-utilization. Even though prior work has addressed this problem by colocating applications
into a single accelerator device, its resource agnostic nature does not manage to face the resource
under-utilization and quality of service violations especially for latency critical applications.
In this paper, we design a resource aware GPU scheduling framework, able to efficiently colocate
applications on the same GPU accelerator card. We integrate our solution with Kubernetes, one
of the most widely used cloud orchestration frameworks. We show that our scheduler can achieve
58.8% lower end-to-end job execution time 99%-ile, while delivering 52.5% higher GPU memory
usage, 105.9% higher GPU utilization percentage on average and 44.4% lower energy consumption
on average, compared to the state-of-the-art schedulers, for a variety of ML representative workloads.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) ap-
plications is increasing rapidly. Several major Internet service companies including Google,
Microsoft, Apple and Baidu have observed this trend and released their own intelligent
personal assistant (IPA) services, e.g. Siri, Cortana etc., providing a wide range of features.
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Compared to traditional cloud applications such as web-search, IPA applications are signific-
antly more computationally demanding [13]. Accelerators, such as GPUs, FPGAs, TPUs
and ASICs, have been shown to be particularly suitable for these applications from both
performance and total cost of ownership (TCO) perspectives [13]. With the increase in ML
training and inference workloads [18, 13], cloud providers begin to leverage accelerators in
their infrastructures, to catch up with the workload performance demands. This trend is
also evident as Amazon AWS and Microsoft Azure have started offering GPU and FPGA
based infrastructure solutions.
In particular, for the case of ML inference oriented tasks, public clouds have provisioned
GPU resources at the scale of thousands of nodes in data-centers [25]. Since GPUs are
relatively new to the cloud stack, support for efficient management lacks. State-of-the-art
cluster resource orchestrators, like Kubernetes [9], treat GPUs only as a typical compute
resource, thus ignoring their unique characteristics and application properties. In addition,
it is observed that users tend to request more GPU resources than needed [3]. This tendency
is also evident in state-of-the-art frameworks like Tensorflow which by default binds the
whole card memory to an application. This problem, also known as over-provisioning,
combined with the resource agnostic scheduling frameworks lead to under-utilization of the
GPU-acceleration infrastructure and, thus, quality of service (QoS) violations for latency
critical applications such as ML inference engines. To overcome the aforementioned issues,
real-time monitoring, dynamic resource provisioning and prediction of the future status of the
system is required, to enable the efficient utilization of the underlying hardware infrastructure
by guiding the GPU scheduling mechanisms.
In this paper, we propose a novel GPU resource orchestration framework that utilizes
real-time GPU metrics monitoring to assess the real GPU resource needs of applications
at runtime and based on the current state of a specified card decide whether two or more
application can be colocated. We analyze the inherent inefficiencies of state-of-the-art
Kubernetes GPU schedulers concerning the QoS and resource utilization. The proposed
framework estimates the real memory usage of a specified card and predicts the future
memory usage, enabling better inference engine colocation decisions. We show that our
scheduler can achieve 58.8% lower end-to-end job execution time 99%-ile for the majority of
used inference engine workloads, while also providing 52.5% higher GPU memory usage,
105.9% GPU utilization percentage average and 44.4% lower energy consumption compared
with the Alibaba GPU sharing scheduler extension.
2 Related Work
The continuous increase in the amount of containerized workloads uploaded and executed
on the cloud, has revealed challenges concerning the container orchestration. Workload
co-location and multi-tenancy exposed the interference agnostic nature of the state-of-the-art
schedulers [26] while the integration of accelerator resources for ML applications revealed
their resource unawareness [25]. To enable better scheduling decisions, real-time [8] or even
predictive [19] monitoring is required to drive the orchestration mechanisms. Extending
to the case of GPU accelerators, real-time GPU monitoring can allow the colocation of
containers on the accelerator in a conservative manner to avoid out-of-memory issues [25].
Container orchestration on GPU resources has been in the center of attention of both
academia and industry. Throughout the years, various GPU scheduling approaches have been
proposed. Ukidave et al. [27] and Chen et al. [10] have proposed GPU runtime mechanisms
to enable better scheduling of GPU tasks either by predicting task behavior or reordering
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queued tasks. More recent works [17, 11] have introduced docker-level container sharing
solutions by allowing multiple containers to fit in the same GPU, as long as the active working
set size of all the containers is within the GPU physical memory capacity. As distributed deep
neural network (DNN) training based applications have started taking advantage of multiple
GPUs in a cluster, the research community proposed application specific schedulers [20] that
focus on prioritizing the GPU tasks that are critical for the DNN model accuracy. Hardware
support for GPU virtualization and preemption were also introduced. Gupta et al. [12]
implemented a task queue in the hypervisor to allow virtualization and preemption of GPU
tasks while Tanasic et al. [24] proposed a technique that improves the performance of high
priority processes by enabling GPU preemptive scheduling. The integration of GPU sharing
schemes on GPU provisioned cloud infrastructures managed by Kubernetes is a trend that is
also observed. Yeh et al. proposed KubeShare [29], a framework that extends Kubernetes
to enable GPU sharing with fine-grained allocation, while Wang et al. [28] introduced a
scheduling scheme that leverages training job progress information to determine the most
efficient allocation and reallocation of GPUs for incoming and running jobs at any time.
Regarding container orchestration within GPU environments, Kubernetes itself includes
experimental support for managing AMD and Nvidia GPUs across several nodes. Kubernetes
GPU scheduler extension [4] exposes a card as a whole meaning that a container can request
one or more GPUs. Even though this implementation does not provide fractional GPU
usage, it allows better isolation and ensures that applications using a GPU are not affected
by others. To overcome this problem, the authors in [1] proposed a GPU sharing scheduling
solution which relies on the existing working mechanism of Kubernetes. Alibaba GPU sharing
extension aims to improve the utilization of GPU resources by exposing the memory of a card
as a custom Kubernetes resource, thus, allowing containers to specify their required amount
of memory. Even though this approach allows the concurrent execution of multiple containers,
its resource agnostic nature makes it dependable on the credibility of the memory requests.
Kube-Knots [25] overcomes this limitation by providing a GPU-aware resource orchestration
layer that addresses the GPU orchestration problem. Kube-Knots dynamically harvests spare
compute cycles by enabling the co-location of latency-critical and batch workloads, thus,
improving the overall resource utilization. This way, it manages to reduce QoS violations
of latency critical workloads, while also improving the energy consumption of the cluster.
However, its predictive nature fails to face the problem of container failures due to incorrect
memory usage predictions and thus GPU memory starvation.
3 Experimental Setup & Specifications
We target high-end server systems equipped with GPU acceleration capabilities found under
today’s data-center environments. Specifically, our work targets an ML-inference cluster,
where a GPU-equipped node is responsible for serving the computational demands of inference
queries effectively. In the proposed framework, whenever an inference engine arrives on the
cluster, the Kubernetes master redirects it to our custom resource aware GPU scheduler.
By leveraging real-time GPU monitoring and prediction, our scheduler decides whether to
schedule it on the GPU, or enqueue the task on a priority queue and delay the execution until
there are enough GPU resources available. Figure 1 shows an overview of our experimental
setup.
Hardware Infrastructure Characterization. All of our experiments have been performed
on a dual-socketed Intel® Xeon® Gold 6138 server equipped with an NVIDIA V100 GPU
accelerator card, the specifications of which are shown in Table 1. On top of the physical
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(a) Proposed Scheduling Framework. (b) MLPerf Inference Engine Architecture.
Figure 1 Proposed scheduling framework and MLPerf inference engine architecture.
machine we have deployed three virtual machines, which serve as the nodes of our cluster,
using KVM as our hypervisor. The V100 accelerator is exposed on the inference-server VM
(24 vCPUs, 32GB RAM) using the IOMMU kernel configuration, while the rest of the VMs
(8 vCPUs, 8GB RAM each) are utilized to deploy critical components of our system, such as
the master of our Kubernetes cluster and our monitoring infrastructure.
Software & Monitoring Infrastructure Characterization. On top of the VMs, we deploy
Kubernetes container orchestrator (v1.18) combined with Docker (v19.03) which is nowadays
the most common way of deploying cloud clusters at scale [15]. Our monitoring system
consists of two major components, NVIDIA’s Data-Center GPU Manager exporter (DCGM)
[5] along with Prometheus [6] monitoring toolkit. DCGM exports GPU metrics related to
the frame buffer (FB) memory usage (in MiB), the GPU utilization (%) and the power draw
(in Watts). In particular, a DCGM exporter container is deployed on top of each node of
the cluster through Kubernetes. This container is responsible for capturing and storing the
aforementioned metrics into our Prometheus time-series database every specified interval.
We set the monitoring interval equal to 1 second to be able to capture the state of our
underlying system at run-time. Finally, metrics stored in the Prometheus time-series are
accessed from our custom Kubernetes scheduler by performing Prometheus-specific PromQL
queries, as described in section 5.
Inference Engine Workloads. For the rest of the paper, we utilize MLPerf Inference
[21] benchmark suite for all of our experiments, which is a set of deep learning workloads
performing object detection and image classification tasks. As shown in Figure 1b, each
MLPerf Inference container instance consists of two main components, i) the Inference Engine
and ii) the Load Generator. The Inference Engine component is responsible for performing
Table 1 CPU & GPU Specifications.
Intel® Xeon® Gold 6138
Cores/Threads 20/40
Sockets 2
Base Frequency 2.0 GHz
Memory (MHz) 132 GB (2666)
Hard Drive 1 TB SSD





Memory Size 32 GB HBM2
Interface PCIe 3.0 x16
Sched. Policy Preemptive
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the detection and classification tasks. It receives as input the pre-trained DNN model
used during inference (e.g. ResNet, Mobilenet etc.) as well as the corresponding backend
framework (e.g. PyTorch, Tensorflow etc.). The Load Generator module is responsible
for producing traffic on the Inference Engine and measure its performance. It receives as
input the validation dataset (e.g. Imagenet, Coco) as well as the examined scenario and the
number of inference queries to be performed. The scenario can be either Single stream (Load
Generator sends the next query as soon as the previous is completed), Multiple stream (Load
Generator sends a new query after a specified amount of time if the prior query has been
completed, otherwise the new query is dropped and is counted as an overtime query), Server
(Load Generator sends new queries according to a Poisson distribution) and Offline (Load
Generator sends all the queries at start). Considering the above inputs, the Load Generator
performs streaming queries to the Inference Engine and waits for the results. For the rest of
the paper, we utilize the Single Stream scenario and evaluate our inference engine through
the 99%-ile of the measured latency.
4 Motivational Observations and Analysis
Latest advancements in the micro-architecture of NVIDIA’s GPUs allow the transparent,
cooperative execution of CUDA applications on the underlying accelerator, either through
CUDA’s streams [2] or through CUDA’s Multi-Process Service (MPS) [22] capabilities. These
functionalities increase the utilization of GPU accelerators, thus, offering increased computing
capacity, yet, state-of-the-art frameworks, such as Kubernetes do not provide mechanisms
that expose them to end-users. In fact, Kubernetes default GPU scheduler [4] mechanism
provides exclusive access to applications requesting GPU accelerators. Even though, this
approach allows isolation and ensures that applications using a GPU do not interfere with
each other, it can cause high resource under-utilization or QoS violations, especially in
deep-learning inference scenarios on high-end GPUs, which have low requirements in terms
of CUDA cores and memory. In order to allow more prediction services to share the same
GPU and, thus, improve their QoS and the utilization of the card, partitioning of the GPU
memory resource is required. Towards this direction, Alibaba offers a GPU sharing extension
[1], which allows the partitioning of the GPU memory. This scheduler allows end-users to
define the requirements of their workloads in terms of GPU memory and combines this
information with the total available memory of the GPU to decide whether two or more
inference engines can be colocated or not.
To demonstrate the inefficiency of the Kubernetes GPU scheduler extension compared
with Alibaba GPU sharing extension, we perform a straight comparison between them for
the scheduling of a workload that consists of 6 inference engines from the MLPerf suite.
Figure 2 shows the GPU memory utilization (MB), the CUDA cores utilization (%) and
the power usage signals of the inference engine workload for the above-mentioned schedulers.
As shown, the Kubernetes GPU scheduler extension has an average memory utilization of
5GB, which can be considered relatively low compared to the available 32GB memory of the
underlying GPU card. The same observation can be made for the GPU utilization signal
(7.22% on average) and the power consumption (41.5 Watts on average), as the GPU binding
per inference engine leads to resource under-utilization. On the other hand, the average
GPU memory usage for the Alibaba GPU sharing extension is 16GB, which is x3.24 higher.
Similarly, we see an average of 49% utilization improvement (x6.8 increment) and an average
of 52.9 Watts higher power consumption (x1.28 increase). It also leads to a 52.8% decrease
of the average energy consumption as Kubernetes GPU scheduler extension consumption is
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(a) GPU Memory Usage Signal (b) GPU Utilization Percentage
Signal
(c) GPU Power Usage Signal
Figure 2 GPU memory usage, utilization percentage and power usage signals for Kubernetes
GPU scheduler extension and Alibaba GPU sharing extension.
(a) Memory Usage Average (b) GPU Utilization Average (c) Power Usage Average
Figure 3 Memory usage, GPU utilization and power consumption averages vs over-provisioning
percentage for Alibaba GPU sharing scheduler extension.
66.4 kJ and Alibaba GPU sharing extension consumption is 31.3 kJ. Finally, we observe that
the overall inference engine workload duration using the Alibaba GPU sharing extension is
x2.67 faster than the Kubernetes GPU scheduler extension, meaning that the card sharing
improves the overall workload duration.
Even though Alibaba’s scheduler outperforms the default one, it highly depends on the
provisioning degree of the inference engine memory request. For example, if an inference
engine requests more memory than it actually needs, this may affect future GPU requests
of other inference engines, which will not be colocated, even though their memory request
can be satisfied. To better understand the impact of the resource over-provisioning problem
within Alibaba’s scheduler, we perform 6 different experiments, where we schedule the
same inference-engine task, each time with a different memory over-provisioning percentage,
ranging from 0% to 250%. Figure 3 depicts the memory usage, the utilization percentage
and the power usage averages. For low over-provisioning percentages, Alibaba GPU sharing
extension leads to high resource utilization due to the inference engine colocation. However,
as shown, it is not able to efficiently sense and handle user-guided over-provisioning scenarios.
5 Resource-aware GPU Sharing Kubernetes scheduler
Figure 4 shows an overview of our proposed resource-aware GPU-sharing scheduler. Whenever
an inference engine is scheduled from the custom scheduler, the corresponding workload enters
a priority queue which defines their scheduling order. The inference engine assigned priority
is proportional to the corresponding GPU memory request. As a result the scheduler always
tries to schedule the inference engines with the bigger memory requests. If a workload is
chosen to be scheduled, the following three co-location mechanisms are successively executed:
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Resource Agnostic GPU Sharing. Our custom scheduler holds a variable that is used as
an indicator of the available GPU memory. This variable is initialized to the maximum
available memory of the used card in the GPU node. If the inference engine memory request
is smaller than the value of this variable, the request can be satisfied and the workload can
be scheduled. Whenever an inference engine is scheduled, the value of the indicator variable
is decreased by the amount of the memory request. Resource agnostic GPU sharing does
not face the memory over-provisioning problem as it is not possible to know a priory that
the amount of requested memory is actually the amount that the workload needs to run
properly. In our proposed scheduler, we overcome this problem by using real-time memory
usage data by our GPU monitoring sub-system. The monitoring system data are collected
by performing range queries to Prometheus time series database.
Correlation Based Prediction. Correlation Based Prediction (CBP) [25] provides an estim-
ation for the real memory consumption on a GPU node. The estimation is defined from the
80%-ile of the GPU memory usage rather than the maximum usage. The basic idea of this
algorithm is that GPU applications, on an average, have stable resource usage for most of
their execution, except for the times when the resource demand surges. In addition, the whole
allocated capacity is used for a small portion of the execution time while the applications are
provisioned for the peak utilization. CBP scheduler virtually resizes the running workloads
for a common case, letting more pending inference engines to be colocated.
In order to have an accurate estimation, low signal variability is required. The signal
variability is calculated using the coefficient of variation (CV) metric [7]. If CV is lower than
a defined threshold, the memory usage is defined by calculating the 80%-ile of the signal.
The free GPU memory estimation is equal to the difference of the maximum available GPU
memory and the memory usage estimation. Finally, if the memory request can be satisfied
the workload is scheduled. Otherwise the Peak Prediction algorithm is used.
Peak Prediction. Peak Prediction (PP) [25] relies on the temporal nature of peak resource
consumption within an application. For example, a workload that requires GPU resources
will not allocate all the memory it needs at once. So, although the GPU memory request
cannot be satisfied at the scheduling time, it may be satisfied in the near future. The memory
usage prediction is based on an auto regressive model (AR) [23]. For an accurate prediction
the auto correlation value of order k is calculated. If the auto correlation [16] value is larger
than a defined threshold, auto regression of order 1 is performed using linear regression (LR)
[14]. If the predicted GPU memory request can be satisfied from PP, then the workload is
scheduled. Otherwise, the workload is put into the priority queue and our algorithm attempts
to schedule the next available workload from the queue. As we see, PP scheduling decisions
depend on the accuracy of the used auto-regressive model and thus linear regression. Even
though linear regression is a simplistic approach for predicting the unoccupied memory of
the GPU, it can accurately follow the memory utilization pattern (as we further analyze
in section 6). In addition, its low computing and memory requirements, allows the PP
mechanism to provide fast predictions at runtime with minimal resource interference.
6 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate our custom scheduler through a rich set of various comparative experiments. We
consider inference engine workloads for differing intervals between consecutive inference engine
arrivals. In each comparative analysis the exact same workload is fed to the Kubernetes GPU
scheduler extension [4], the Alibaba GPU sharing extension [1] and the custom scheduler
multiple times. Each time a different memory over-provisioning percentage is used.
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Figure 4 Resource Aware GPU Colocation Algorithm.
(a) End-to-End Job Execution
99%-ile.
(b) Pending Time Average.
Figure 5 End-to-end job execution 99%-ile and pending time average vs over-provisioning
percentage homogeneous workload with MIN=5 and MAX=10.
We provide analysis for homogeneous, i.e., scaling out a single inference service, and
heterogeneous workload scenarios. Each workload creates a different inference engine by
using the MLPerf inference container we described in section 3. An inference engine is fully
defined from the used backend (e.g. Tensorflow, PyTorch etc.), the pre-trained model, the
dataset, the scenario, the GPU memory request and the number of inference queries that
are going to be executed. The interval between two consecutive inference engine arrivals is
defined by the values MIN and MAX (random number in [MIN, MAX] interval in seconds).
6.1 Homogeneous Workload Evaluation
For homogeneous workload, we consider the Tensorflow ssd-mobilenet engine which uses the
Coco (resized 300x300) dataset while each inferences engine executes 1024 queries. Each
inference engine requires approximately 7 GB of GPU memory meaning that in a card with
32 GB memory, only 4 can be safely colocated.
Figure 5 shows the end-to-end 99%-ile and the pending time average for all the available
schedulers, for different over-provisioning percentages. Custom scheduler offers x6.6 (on
average) lower pending time average and x3.6 (on average) lower end-to-end 99%-ile from
Kubernetes default GPU scheduler extension. It also offers x5.2 (on average) lower pending
time average and x2.8 (on average) lower end-to-end 99%-ile from Alibaba GPU sharing
scheduler extension. However, due to the colocation of multiple inference engines, custom
scheduler’s decisions lead to higher inference engine 99%-ile average.
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(a) Memory Usage Average. (b) GPU Utilization Average. (c) Power Usage Average.
Figure 6 Memory usage average, GPU utilization average and power consumption averages vs
over-provisioning percentage for homogeneous workload with MIN=5 and MAX=10.
To understand the above mentioned results, the way each mechanism schedules workloads
to the GPU should be analyzed. Kubernetes default GPU scheduler extension allocates the
whole GPU resource for each inference engine, leading to severe increase of the pending time
average (the average time an inference engine waits in the priority queue). The Alibaba
GPU sharing scheduler extension uses a resource agnostic colocation mechanism to schedule
workloads in the same card. In particular, for over-provisioning percentage equal to 0 %
(7 GB memory request) 4 inference engines can be collocated, for 50 % (10 GB memory
request) 3 inference engines can be colocated, for 100 % (14 GB memory request) 2 inference
engines can be colocated and for 150 %, 200 % and 250 % each inference engine allocates
the whole GPU resource. As a result, Alibaba GPU share scheduler extension has similar
results with our custom scheduler for over-provisioning percentages equal to 0 % and 50 %.
Custom scheduler handles the memory over-provisioning problem in a better way because of
its resource aware nature. Figure 5 shows that the proposed scheduler has similar behavior
concerning the quality of service metrics for all the different over-provisioning percentages.
Figure 6 shows the memory usage, the utilization percentage and the power consumption
averages for all the available schedulers for different over-provisioning percentages. Custom
scheduler leads to x3.7 higher memory usage, x16 higher GPU utilization and x1.3 higher
power consumption from Kubernetes default GPU extension. It also leads to x2.2 higher
memory usage, x2.9 higher GPU utilization and x1.2 higher power consumption from Alibaba
GPU sharing scheduler extension. Although we observe an increase in the power usage
average, it should be clear that due to the lower overall workload duration the average energy
consumption is x2.6 lower from the Kubernetes GPU scheduler extension and x2.2 lower
from the Alibaba GPU sharing extension.
In particular, Kubernetes default GPU extension has the lower resource utilization
because each inference engine allocates the whole GPU resource. Alibaba GPU share
scheduler extension has similar results with our custom scheduler only for 0 % and 50 %
over-provisioning percentages. This is expected, since for these over-provisioning percentages
the scheduler can effectively colocate workloads. The higher the over-provisioning percentage
is, the closer the resource utilization is to Kubernetes default GPU extension. Finally, we
observe that our custom scheduler has similar behavior concerning the resource utilization
for all the different over-provisioning percentages.
6.2 Heterogeneous Workload Evaluation
For heterogeneous workload, we consider different inference engines, where each one of them
performs a different number of inference queries, as shown in Table 2. Figure 7 shows the
quality of service metrics for the heterogeneous inference engine workload. Our proposed
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Table 2 Inference engines used for heterogeneous workload evaluation.
Model Dataset Queries/Engine (#Engines)
mobilenet Imagenet 1024 (2), 2048 (2)
mobilenet quantized Imagenet 256 (2), 512 (2)
resnet50 Imagenet 4096 (2), 8192 (2)
sd-mobilenet Coco (resized 300x300) 128 (3), 1024 (2)
ssd-mobilenet quantized finetuned Coco (resized 300x300) 64 (2), 1024 (2)
ssd-mobilenet symmetrically quantized finetuned Coco (resized 300x300) 512 (2), 4096 (2)
(a) End-to-End Job Execution
99%-ile.
(b) Pending Time Average.
Figure 7 End-to-end job execution 99%-ile and pending time average vs over-provisioning
percentage heterogeneous workload with MIN=5 and MAX=10.
scheduler offers x11 lower pending time average and x3.2 lower end-to-end 99%-ile and x8.6
lower pending time average and x2.4 lower end-to-end 99%-ile on average compared to the
Kubernetes default and Alibaba’s GPU schedulers respectively. Moreover, Figure 8 shows
the respective GPU metrics. We see that, our scheduler leads to x2.5 higher memory usage,
x6.1 higher GPU utilization and x1.2 higher power consumption compared to Kubernetes
default GPU extension and x1.5 higher memory usage, x2.1 higher GPU utilization and x1.1
higher power consumption compared to Alibaba’s GPU sharing scheduler extension.
Container Restarts Analysis. As it was mentioned in section 5, CBP involves the risk of
incorrect scheduling decisions and thus inference engine failures. CBP’s prediction accuracy
depends on how representative is the free memory signal it receives as input. Since accelerated
applications do not always request GPU resources at the beginning of their execution, it is
possible that the used signal does not depict the real load of the node. Although several
container restarts occured in the previous experiment, we observe that our proposed scheduler
still offers better QoS and GPU resource utilization from the baseline state-of-the-art GPU
schedulers.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we design a resource aware GPU colocation framework for Kubernetes inference
clusters. We evaluate the inference engine colocation algorithm using workloads that consist
of inference engines using different scenarios. We identify and explain the disadvantages
of the correlation based prediction (CBP) and peak prediction (PP) scheduling schemes.
Finally, we show that our custom scheduling framework improves the defined quality of
service metrics while also increases the GPU resource utilization.
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(a) Memory Usage Average. (b) GPU Utilization Average. (c) Power Usage Average.
Figure 8 Memory usage average, GPU utilization average and power consumption averages vs
over-provisioning percentage for heterogeneous workload with MIN=5 and MAX=10.
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